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A Milestone in Fashion:   

The Marble Handbag 
 



By using genuine marble in its designs, Wonders of  Stone carries 

the world of  fashion to a completely new arena. 

Thanks to this highly innovative technology, 

you can now compliment your personal style with the glamorous elegance and 

unique energy of  natural marble. 





 As Unique 

 As You.  



Just like your fingerprints. 

Each bag is made of  genuine marble and therefore has its completely                 

unique texture.  

Remember that this marble has completed a very long journey to 

become yours, and there is no other which is the same.      





Touch Real 
Nature !

Nature Meets 
Fashion



Marble is considered one of  the most 

distinctive signatures of  human history. 

Now, it is presented to fashion-forward 

women as a day-to-day accessory. 

Natural stones carry            

positive energy.    
With your Wonders of  Stone handbag,  

you will be touching pure nature, with 

over 300 million years of  history. 
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A Genuine 
Fashion 

Statement



A woman’s signature accessory - her handbag - 

combined with the most raw and precious signature that nature has to 

offer - genuine marble.  



.



This handbag made from durable genuine marble that is 1 mm thin, 
thanks to its superior and innovative technology. 

Each marble used has been carefully selected from the highest quality 

marble quarries located all over the world.

You won’t believe how light it is!





 Gun or Gold ?

We offer you 2 different sleek metal colors. Which one is closer to your personal style?

Large or Small ? 

Choose between the clutch sized medium or the versatile large size.

15 cm x 21 cm

11 cm x 19 cm

Choose Your Style





Collection 

Vega Galileo

World's First Genuine Marble Handbag Collection 



Clya Elara

Lucian Atlas



Rigel

Amazonite Sahara

Aurora
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www.wondersofstone.com

info@wondersofstone.com 
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